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Because the General Assembly of 1978 is close upon us, I wanted to set forth as points of 

meditation some ideas of importance on Prayer, dialogue, and fidelity to the Charism of our 

Society, in order to discover our reason for being within the Church.   

 

To begin this reflection, I think it is convenient that together we discover what the Church of 

the Lord is today, because only in this way can we then discover the place of our Society in 

today’s Church.   

 

We all know the Church has gone through many changes over the course of its existence, and 

perhaps today we find ourselves in the most decisive evolutionary process that the Church has 

passed through in all its history.  I will permit myself to present in the following paragraphs some 

personal reflections on a panoramic view of the Church over its history, a history upon which I 

have just meditated profoundly so that I might related to our <role> as a Missionary Society in 

today’s Church.   

 

 

STRUCTURES OF THE CHURCH IN TRANSFORMATION: 

 

If we read the Acts of the Apostles we find a Pauline Church that does not exist today: 

Corinth, Ephesus, Antioch, etc.... they are today simply vestiges of a Church-synagogue.  From 

the third and fourth centuries on we begin to find a new kind of Church.  The Roman Empire 

gives it a new technique and structure, which stamps on it the imperialistic mold which endures 

almost to our day, through the ideas, system of thought, philosophy and social structure of the 

Roman Empire.   

 

Wherever the Church passes, an internal transition is provoked; Francis of Assisi, Ignatius of 

Loyola, Teresa of Jesus, Leo XIII, John Boscoe, Pius X are all persons of transition, people of 

their times who took the part of the new against the old, persons who knew how to interpret the 

emerging values of their epoch and who gave to them an expression whose force endures to this 

day, but which mortally wounded a great many structures and brought about new ways of being 

for the Church of their times.   

 

When the Council of Trent convened, it gave a special mark to the Church, but its 

realizations were minimal.  In effect, many important structural elements voted upon and decreed 

by this Council remained on paper only.   

 

They were never realized (implemented).  Nevertheless, it is only a matter of justice to 

recognize that it took place during an epoch of profound transition which oriented the Church in 

a different way and put it in contradiction to the movements of the time.   

 

The 19th century was a century of restoration which made us live the past in the present.  

This can be noted in the neo-gothic, neo-roman and neo-Byzantine architectural styles.  In <this?, 

that> century there was a lack of inspiration in the reality of the moment being lived.  The only 

change was in the hundreds of new religious institutions which appeared in order to create new 
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ecclesial structures, giving to the Church the appearance we have known until Vatican II.   

 

The majority of us have the impression that the Second Vatican Council <has?> signifies 

today a kind of ‘shock’ therapy for the Church, by which many people have awakened from their 

stupor, and have recognized the enormous distance which exists between what the Church was 

and the way in which society lived its reality.  Details are not necessary to specify.   

 

 

A RARE PHENOMENON: 

 

It is strange, but we do not know why the Church (many times) has set itself against reality: 

against trains, the telegraph, newspapers, the movies, the radio, the television, etc.  This spirit of 

‘opposition’, which appears at the close of the 18th century, carried the Church into a ‘Ghetto’, to 

an isolation, and to a hopeless struggle against reality.  Tired of the fight, on more than one 

occasion it had to recognize by bitter experience, that the reality was not so bad.  This situation 

has made the Church feel not so ‘catholic’, as this word signifies that we should embrace all the 

realities of the universe without rejecting any value; they should be incorporated because all 

values proceed from God and return to Him.   

 

 

THE HOUR OF RENEWAL: 

 

In Lumen Gentium of Vatican II, the Church recognized that it should change its image so as 

to be recognized as the Church of Jesus, because its structure was becoming fossilized; a change 

of such violence is planned that, for many, it is disagreeable.   

 

An example: it cost a lot of effort to come to an agreement on the word ‘world’, on what was 

the significance of ‘accommodate oneself to the world’; even to a discussion of ‘reality’, of 

‘acceptance of reality’, of ‘an insertion into today’, etc.  Acceptance and insertion do not mean 

that the Church should accept anything (everything).  Each individual, and particularly a 

powerful spiritual entity such as the Church, upon insertion into a reality, is a transformational 

element.  The reality as it is presented can always be improved because it possesses many 

elements, some good, others not so good.   

 

The action of the Church, upon inserting into reality, bettors it, transforms it in such a way 

that it makes reality conform to the will of God.  In this manner, the Church will be the Church 

of Christ, which means that those elements of Divine institution, those which sanctify the 

‘reality’ of all the centuries, will always remain invariable.   

 

 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHURCH: 

 

The general orientations given by the Council demand that the Church present itself more and 

more simply, poorer, etc.... but if we speak of “the Church of the Poor” we run the risk of not 

being well accepted: it would be better to speak of “the poor Church,” which is different.  In 
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effect, to say “the Church of the poor” gives us an impression of a Church which is rich and 

charitable to the poor.  On the other hand, in order to be poor according to the Gospel, the 

Church should attain the evangelical concept of poverty; the Church should be poor as Christ was 

poor.  It is not a matter of being, but rather one of understanding the significance of the attitude 

of ‘poverty’ (the poor of Yahweh) before the Lord and one’s brothers in the Gospels.  We all 

depend upon the Lord: “In Him we live...” (Acts 17, 18).  We are all necessary, equal and 

interdependent in Christ.  Only in Jesus Christ can we find each other, describe each other, love 

each other, serve each other.  In order to discover another, we should love him with the heart of 

Christ: the eyes of the heart see better than any other kind of eyes: “You would have understood 

me if you have loved me,” our M.Ss.A. brother should learn to say opportunely.   

 

Another of the fundamental characteristics of the Church is this truly brotherly life: Jesus 

Christ teaches us that we not be called “masters” nor “lord” because we are all brothers, and this 

is of divine foundation, that is, it is a divine reality which should be realized.  We do not remain 

at half terms.  Thus, since we accept the “tu es Petrus et super hanc petram aedificabo Ecclesiam 

meam,” then we must also accept the “you will want to be called masters or lord,”... which are 

great Gospel messages.  

 

The Church should be more evangelical, that is to say, more missionary, which enters into 

reality as a ferment which will transform it.  In summary, the Church should be more evangelical.   

 

 

THE SOCIETY OF M.Ss.A. IN THE CHURCH: 

 

What is the role of our Society, so small and so humble, within this Church in full 

transformation, and in a transition through which it is passing in such a difficult way, in these so 

interesting times in which we live?  

 

If we were simplistic we would be content to think that the work of the M.Ss.A. within the 

Church would be simply that of realizing a task which is essential for the life of the Church: 

seeking out, forming and sustaining spiritual leaders, priests or laymen, and as complementary 

works, to establish and direct Centers of Prayer, of Renewal in the Spirit, dedicating ourselves to 

the pastoral care of the poor, territories, parishes, etc.  But these works are only understood by 

contemplating the Eucharist made by the Church.  And the Church made by the Eucharist.   

 

I think that we should meditate on the significance of being ‘Missionaries’ and ‘Holy 

Apostles’.  Our Society of Missionaries of the Holy Apostles, before simply realizing a work, 

before practicing a group of laws, is a spirituality of a particular type.  That is, our role in the 

Church today is, in the first place, that of realizing each one of us and as a group - the spirituality 

of the Mystical Body, the soul of our work.  Keep in mind that I do not mean to say that there 

should not be works, nor laws, but rather that our characteristic and the emphasis of our life 

should be more on this spirituality than on any law or work, that we would be dead without this 

spirituality.  It is our sign and our witness.   

 

Not simply words, but our life and our being should make of us authentic witnesses to the 
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eternal reality, a reality which begins here from the moment when each ‘Christian’ completes his 

work, in his day, with simplicity, with seriousness and joy, immersed in the will of God.   

 

- Christ is surrounded by Apostles who talk a lot about Him.  Oh!  How many of these there 

are!  He wants Apostles who live from Him.   

 

- To some the apostolate of the word, to all the apostolate of goodness, the apostolate of 

Christian life.   

 

- When words are backed up by example, the words become irresistible.   

 

- The pilgrims of <small stop od of?> Ars said, when speaking of Fr. Vianney, their Pastor, 

“We have God in a man.”  

 

- Let’s make it so that God is present, existing within us.   

 

- If we were very Christian, we would be contagious.   

 

- God wishes to manifest himself to others through us: are we a mirror of God, or deforming 

glass?  

 

- Spreading joy around us is saving souls.  It is a sermon being happy.   

 

- To give witness is not making propaganda, nor producing a ‘shock’; it is making a mystery.  

It is living in such a way that life would be inexplicable if God or Christ did not exist.   

 

The external reality is decided upon by the manner in which each one of us together and all of 

us together complete God’s works of this day, for love of the kingdom and fulfilling the will of 

the Lord.   

 

Reality is not complete in this world.  To be witnesses of the parousia is one of the most 

important works in the Church today.  To enter into the signs of the times, in the social-spiritual 

realization of the people of God, fulfilling completely the total realization of the mystical Body 

within the will of God, we place ourselves within that spirituality which our charism, our 

vocation and our mission as Missionaries of the Holy Apostles demands of us, which affirms the 

reality of the world and of its values.   

 

 

DEEDS, NOT WORDS: 

 

Always “plus exemplo quam verbo.”  To be oneself and in community, to realize oneself, 

realize the will of God until becoming His captive, this signifies an authentic M.Ss.A.  For this 

reason, today more than ever in the Church, it is well to practice and to preach “plus exemplo 

quam verbo,” because today more than ever before, words alone do not convince.   
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Work and action, conserving the charism of the M.Ss.A., are those things which are most 

urgent in the midst of wherever we are presently found.  Never do we flee from a necessary task, 

but neither do we lose ourselves in such a work; rather, we remain available; that is to say that 

we should be ready to let others continue what we have begun, so that we may begin whatever 

other work the Animators may ask of us toward the realization of our charism and our Society in 

the Church of today: human, geographic, historic and divine, in which we live. 

 

- We never feel pressured by the work of God.   

 

- We are at his disposition; it is his work that we do, not ours.   

 

- We always find <the> joy of what we look for and discover the secret of that great attitude 

which means to serve...   

 

 Only those among us who feel truly happy, are those who look for a way to be of use to the 

others and not toward their own advancement.   

 

- Help me, Lord...  to be, in the eyes of the others,  

  the one who waits and allows himself to be led,  

  who listens to his fatigue,  

  he who realizes himself with goodness,  

  he who gives himself up with love,  

  the one who the others find when they are in need.  

 

- Help me, Lord...  to be the one whose presence is assured and to  

  whom anyone may turn when they so desire, to offer  

  that tranquil and enriching friendship by and in your presence,  

  to attain an eternal peace, your peace, in my soul.   

 

- Help me, Lord... to be totally recollected, totally available and receptive to others.  

 

We should be very united to God, to the Virgin and to the Holy Apostles, to the Church, to 

man, and to all creatures, never forgetting that not only are birds creatures of God, but so are 

cars, airplanes, television, etc.  We should be able to repeat truly and without limits, “I love God 

with all my heart.”  

 

We should be very united to God as are minores, or rather, without aspiring to high office.  

To serve and be at the service, particularly, to serve at the lower levels of the Church, which is 

often what is lacking.   

 

We should be available even to the point of sacrifice, even though this be difficult, but we 

must reach it because this is our place.   

 

 

OUR WITNESS: 
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In the first place, from all that is said it is deduced that our first witness comes from the 

Spirit, and manifests itself not as being contrary to any reality.   

 

We recognize the values, perhaps surrounded by defects; we ratify them, we eliminate the 

distortions, and we commit ourselves to purifying that same reality, beginning with its values.   

 

Here is where the second witness comes in, which is that of poverty against the idol of 

wealth, which today is almost adored by man.  Development of this witness is not very 

comfortable, indeed, it is more likely to be difficult.   

 

The following witness can be synthesized in this way: witness of austerity, as opposed to 

comfort; witness to the supernaturalness of grace as children of God, as opposed to the 

Technalism and the self-sufficiency of man.  We discover that the destiny of man is above these 

material things and that it develops in the Holy Spirit and in grace.  The witness of humility, of 

simplicity as opposed to the idol of pride, of ambition, of the arrogance of man, which at times 

appears under the guise of ‘human advancement’. 

 

The witness of self dominance as opposed to instincts.  This witnessing vision indicates to us 

that our place in the Church has its demands, and very profound ones.   

 

In order to give ourselves over to the Lord, to Mary, to the Church, we need a great inner life 

which is strong, a life of prayer, perpetual, daily, and true personal interrelationship with God, 

<an> experiencing of the Lord.  If this is lacking, all else will be useless.  It is urgent that we 

understand this; these values are very united to an intense life with Christ; if we do not let 

ourselves be loved by the Lord, if we do not open the door to the Lord who is knocking, there is 

no reason for remaining in the Society of M.Ss.A..  We either convert ourselves, or we withdraw; 

there is no halfway.   

 

In truth, praying, means being subjectively with God, but praying in the Mystical Body 

signifies participating in the review of life and meditation.  If our spirituality does not carry us to 

communal prayer, we are sure that the basis of our being M.Ss.A. fails in its plan and thus we are 

out of place in the Church.   

 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

It is very clear that in order to carry out this witnessing it is urgent to reflect, meditate, <and> 

recollect oneself.  It is most expedient to live informed by means of deep studies which are 

serious and progressive, with a lot of prayer in our spirituality and our charism, if we do not wish 

that all upon which we have reflected in the previous lines become pure sentimentality, simple 

emotion or something similar.   

 

Of course, not only by the fact of studying and deepening this formation can we say that we 

will be better and more committed M.Ss.A.  It is the liberating austerity and true humility which 
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will help us in the formation (cf.  Ja 3, 13 - 4, 10).  

 

“Si quis vult venire post me, abneget semetipsum.”  To deny this divine and evangelical truth 

<it?> would be to deny the selfsame Gospels and we would all drown in this denial.  The road to 

heaven is not an Expressway, but rather a narrow path, and in order to follow it one must live by 

renunciations: “abneget semetipsum.” It is the way of the Cross, the way of the Lord.  If one goes 

this way, without realizing it, one is already giving witness.  The action is realized as one 

advances; that is to say, spontaneously, naturally. 

 

Let us be united in the Lord Jesus:  

 

- The value of a group evidently depends on the individual value of those who compose it, 

but more than anything, upon that imponderable which we call cohesive force.   

 

- It is a matter of knowing ourselves well:  

- we are one in Christ;  

- we should see ourselves in him in order to learn to work together;  

- to appreciate each other mutually, so that no talent is left abandoned;  

- to give of the best we have, in order to live together in a healthy freedom, 

 so that we do not think too much of ourselves;  

- to throb,  

  in order to achieve self-actualization and realize goals,  

  in order to build joy and happiness in ourselves and in those around us.   

 

- The best family and the best team is not that which unites many perfect members, but rather 

that in which each member accepts the defects of his neighbor and forgives them.   

 

I believe that the role, the task, the place and the reason for the being of our Society of 

Missionaries of <the> Holy Apostles in the Church of today, although we be one of the youngest 

communities in it, is TO BE all this intensely.   

 

 

 A brother in Jesus the Lord,   

 

 

 

 Eusèbe H. Ménard, sup.  M.Ss.A.  


